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Background: 

Complex RF Systems requires Tops-Down design approach starting from RF System level to final layout 

level (if done inhouse). One of the critical parameters in accurate System design is to represent the 

blocks which represent true nature of RF circuits. If circuit designs are performed in-house then 

designers can include circuit or layout level designs onto system level for accurate system level 

modeling. 

However, challenge starts to appear which designers use commercial off-the-shelf products designed by 

3rd parties and following are the approaches and their limitations in various options: 

Method Advantage Limitations 

Datasheet parameters Quick, In-built system models 
available in software to feed the 
values 

These parameters are often 
provided only at 1 frequency and 
frequency dependent data is not 
available for simulations 

S-Parameter Files Widely acceptable and data is 
available from all vendors 

S-Parameter files only provide 
linear performance data and 
non-linear characterization for 
non-linear components such as 
Amplifier is not possible for 
accurate sensitivity, SFDR, P1dB, 
TOI simulation etc 

 

Solution: 

Because of these limitations in traditional technologies, Agilent Technologies over the years have 

developed integrated measurement and modeling technologies to overcome these traditional 

limitations by integrating Agilent ADS design software and latest PNA series of network analyzers. 

Snapshot below shows a typical test setup to extract our own Non-Linear models viz.,P2D and S2D for 

off the shelf amplifiers which not only provides small signal characteristics but also non-linear 

characteristic for accurate system modeling. 

P2D Model: P2D model provides input power dependent multi-dimensional S-Parameter using which 

system can be characterized over varying input power conditions. 

S2D Model: S2D model is an extension of P2D models and is more appropriate as it is an excellent 

modeling technology to allow Harmonic and Intermodulation distortion modeling using the data from 

PNA network analyzers.  

 



 

Case Study: 

In our present demonstration we shall use standard test amplifier DUT which is available with Agilent 

PNA network analyzers as shown here. 

 



Typical Steps involved in Amplifier Non-Linear modeling process: 

1. Setting up PNA for Amplifier measurements 

2. Connect ADS PC with PNA 

3. ADS based Non-Linear Modeling tool for P2D and S2D extraction 

4. Simulation Validation 

Setting up PNA for Amplifier Measurements: 

As shown in above graphics, we used Agilent PNA network analyzer to perform test on standard 

amplifier DUT which is available with PNA. Frequency range is set from 2-8GHz and PNA is calibrated for 

Full 2-port measurement and this step is no different than what is used for regular measurements. 

 

Connect ADS PC with PNA: 

ADS PC is connected with PNA using USB-GPIB adapter and same is configured in Agilent IO library which 

is the free software tool used for Instrument and PC connectivity. Again this step is no different than 

what is used in regular measurements. 

 



ADS based Non-Linear Modeling tool for P2D and S2D extraction: 

Once PNA is properly setup for accurate measurement, extracting Non-Linear model is pretty simple and 

can be done in 1 simple step as explained here. Non-Linear behavioral model extraction can be done by 

activating Behavioral Modeling option in ADS and we can select the instrument which we wish to use for 

P2D and S2D modeling purposes as shown in snapshot below. Select Tools-> Connection Manager 

Client->Measurements->Behavioral Model-> ENA B and PNA Network Analyzers Family, select the 

correct GPIB address of the PNA and select type of model to be built as shown below. 

 

Click on Measure and ADS will start measuring the device on PNA and extract the desired Non-Linear 

Models for the DUT. 

Please note that this extraction routine only supports Agilent Network Analyzers such as PNA 

or PNA-X models. 

 

 

 

 



Simulation Validation: 

Once the models are extracted, we can create a simple test bench in ADS to perform validation of the 

same. 

Test Bench for S2D Model: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Test Bench for P2D Model: 

 

 


